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Energy minister KT Hammond says the situation is under control 
Ghana's energy crisis began last August - and continues today, with estimates that 
it could cost the country's economy millions of dollars. 

As the winner of the BBC's NewsMaker competition - I am more usually a teaching 
assistant at Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology - I wanted to 
investigate the cause and effect of the energy problem. 

It has been attributed mainly to the dwindling water levels in the Volta Lake at 
Ghana's only hydroelectric plant, Akosombo Hydro. 

However, the obsolete and poorly-maintained equipment, used for generations, and 
the distribution of electrical power in the country, could also be blamed. The 
country continues to suffer from frequent power cuts. 

Recent research by Data Bank, one of Ghana's leading financial providers, suggests 
the country could lose up to $1.4 billion by the end of the year if the situation 
does not improve soon. 

And Ghana's National Labour Department statistics show that about 33 companies 
filed for insolvency between September 2006 and March 2007 and over 2,300 workers 
have lost their jobs. 

Bitter complaints 

While the power crisis cannot be directly accountable for these figures, no-one 
would argue that it is not a contributing factor. 

Families are also feeling the impact - going through financial crisis due to the 
laying off of workers. Some told me they are being torn apart, the education of 
their children being affected as they struggle to pay school fees. 

 
Families say the energy crisis is making their lives uncomfortable 
The people I spoke to in the capital Accra are fed up with the situation, and the 
youth in particular are losing confidence in the government's ability to solve the 
problem. 

They say nobody knows who and what to believe anymore. 

On the streets, they complain bitterly. I was told quite simply that life was 
uncomfortable with the unreliable power supply. 

Desperation and confusion can be felt among people and businesses in Ghana - which 
is really bad news for the country which is seen to be the beacon of Africa. 

Ghana's Deputy Energy Minister KT Hammond told me he sympathised, and assured the 
public that the government had the situation firmly under control. He said it had 
put in ardent measures to solve the problem. 

And Deputy Information Minister Oboshie Sai recently told Ghanaians that the 
energy crisis would be over by 30 September this year. 



But this is not the first time a government official has put out a date by which 
the power crisis should cease. The government continues to do its best to allay 
fears and offers assurances that it is trying its hardest. 

But many question whether its best enough to end the discomfort of the people of 
Ghana? 
 
These are facts explaining the crises of energy in ghana and also calling for 
attention to the African coutries in the same soup.
  
As a way to solve this, solar energy is the best to alternate hydro-electric 
power.

I need a company who produse quality but affordable prices to supply Ghana and the 
rest of the African coutries

I am standing in as an agent to supply sollar panels and its accessories to ghana 
and other part of African countries.

It is ny dream to establish in this services i will sell to the people at 
asffordable prices.

Hope to invest in it!


